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FROM START TO FINISH

We pulled into the Graul’s Market parking
lot not knowing exactly what to expect. It
was the kick-off day for Roseda Black
Angus Beef. A Roseda banner was hanging
outside. The Roseda signs were prominent
in the window display. We went straight to
the meat case and saw for the first time
Roseda Black Angus Beef presented to the
consumer with the Roseda label. Our
reputation was on the line.  There were no
cattle buyers, backgrounders, feedlots or
large corporate packers to hide behind, just
us and our partners. We had controlled the
product from conception to the consumer.    

We spent the rest of the day cooking and
serving Roseda Burgers. We talked to
consumers about our farm, our philosophy
of beef production and agriculture in
general. No pedigrees were discussed and
not an EPD mentioned. Fortunately, the day
went as expected. They loved Roseda Black
Angus Beef.

We’re emphasizing our branded beef
product, not to try to sell you our beef, but to
help you understand the environmental
expectations placed on Roseda genetics.
Cattle are a function of their environment
and our environment is truly conception to
consumption. Actually, it’s conception of the
sire to consumption. The Roseda program
begins with the breeding decisions at the
seedstock level to produce the bulls that are
used in the commercial cooperator herds.

It’s a given that Roseda Genetics must
perform reproductively in our commercial
herd’s forage-based environment. The
calves must be born unassisted and grow
well through weaning. They go to the
feedyard as calves and are expected to stay
healthy and gain well. They are harvested
and processed at a local packer. Carcass
data is collected on every animal. Every
piece of beef that leaves the packer has the
animal’s ID on it. Any retail or consumer
comments can be traced back to the
genetics that produced it. The profit or loss
from each individual animal can be
determined.  

We are amassing a tremendous database
that is guiding our genetic decisions.  You
can take advantage of our efforts by
incorporating Roseda Genetics into your
breeding program. Give us a call, or better
yet . . . come by for a visit.

Ed and Dean
P.S. We do ship beef if you’d like to try some.

RARE. RARE.

Genetics That Work

Roseda Burger Meal4.99
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